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GUIDANCE ON CHART DATUMS AND THE ACCURACY OF
POSITIONS ON CHARTS

1
The Maritime Safety Committee, at its seventy-second session (17 to 26 May 2000), approved
guidance on chart datums and the accuracy of positions on charts, given at annex.
2
Member Governments are invited to bring this guidance to the attention of all concerned for
information and action, as appropriate.

***
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ANNEX
GUIDANCE ON CHART DATUMS AND THE ACCURACY OF
POSITIONS ON CHARTS

1
Many different definitions of a horizontal datum (also known as geodetic datum) exist. However,
a practical working definition in use is:
“A horizontal datum is a reference system for specifying positions on the Earth’s surface. Each
datum is associated with a particular reference spheroid that can be different in size, orientation and
relative position from the spheroids associated with other horizontal datums. Positions referred to
different datums can differ by several hundred metres.”
2
The practical result is that a given geographical position, not associated with a specific datum, could
refer to different physical objects. In other words, a physical object can have as many geographical
positions as there are datums. For example, South Foreland Lighthouse, United Kingdom, has the following
positions:
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION

HORIZONTAL DATUM

51°08′.39 N 001°22′.37 E

referred to OSGB(36) Datum (the local datum for the
United Kingdom)

51°08′.47 N 001°22′.35 E

referred to European (1950) Datum (the continental datum)

51°08′.42 N 001°22′.27 E

referred to World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) Datum
(the world-wide datum used by Global Positioning System
(GPS))

3
Most charts are not yet referred to WGS84 Datum. This means that, in those cases, positions
obtained from satellite navigation receivers will not be directly compatible with the chart and must not be
used without adjustment. Hydrographic offices are attempting to refer as many new charts as possible to
WGS84, but there remain many areas of the world where information does not exist to enable the
transformation to be performed.
4
When known, the horizontal datum of the chart is usually named in the chart title albeit, on its own,
this information is of limited benefit to the mariner. Since 1982 many hydrographic offices have been adding
“Satellite-Derived Positions” notes (usually situated close to the title) when charts have been revised. This
note provides a latitude and longitude adjustment to be applied to positions obtained directly from satellite
navigation systems (such as GPS) to make them compatible with the horizontal datum of the chart.
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The following provides a worked example:
Satellite-Derived Position (WGS-84 Datum)
latitude/longitude adjustments
Adjusted position (compatible with chart datum)

64º22′.00 N 021º30′.00 W
0′.07 S

0′.24 E

64º21′.93 N 021º29′.76 W

In this example, the shift equates to approximately 230 metres which can be plotted at scales larger
than 1:1,000,000.
6
Where known, these adjustments are an average value for the whole area covered by the chart and
are quoted to 2 decimal places of a minute in both latitude and longitude, so that the maximum uncertainty
is about 10 metres in both latitude and longitude (0.005' and 0.014' will both be rounded to 0.01'). This
uncertainty can be plotted at scales larger than 1:30,000 (where it is represented by 0.3 mm on the chart).
7
Inevitably, cases exist where overlapping charts show different latitude or longitude shift values. For
example, one chart might show 0.06' and its neighbour 0.07'; for each individual chart the value will be an
average, but in the area common to both charts the value will range from 0.064' to 0.066'.
8
In the cases where an adjustment cannot be determined because of the lack of knowledge about
the relationship between WGS84 Datum and the datum of the chart, the hydrographic office may add a note
to that effect warning that adjustments “may be significant to navigation”. The largest difference between
satellite navigation derived and charted position reported so far is 7 miles in the Pacific Ocean, but even
larger undiscovered differences may exist. Where charts do not contain any note about position adjustment
it must not be assumed that no adjustment is required.
9
Most manufacturers of GPS receivers are now incorporating datum transformations into their
software which enable users to (apparently) receive positions referred to datums other than WGS84 Datum.
Unfortunately, many cases exist where a single transformation will not be accurate for a large regional
datum. For example, the relationship between WGS84 Datum and European Datum (1950) is very
different between the north and south of the region, despite the datum name being the same. Therefore, the
position transformed to European Datum (1950) in the receiver by means of a Europe -wide average may
differ from the WGS84 Datum position output by the receiver, amended to European Datum (1950) by the
shift note on an individual chart. In the light of the 100 metre accuracy of the Standard Positioning Service
of GPS this may not be significant, but it is an additional source of error and is of major significance if
differential GPS (DGPS) is being used for navigation.
10
It must not be assumed that all charts in a region are referred to the regional datum. For example,
although most metric charts of mainland European waters are referred to European Datum (1950), many
charts are also referred to local datums. Additionally, as there are no international standards defining the
conversion parameters between different horizontal datums; the parameters used by the GPS devices may
be different. The hydrographic offices use the best adopted parameters, so mariners are advised to keep
their GPS receiver referred to WGS84 Datum and apply the datum adjustment note from the chart.
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Apart from the differences in positions between different horizontal datums, two other aspects affect
charted positional accuracy. These aspects are:
-

the accuracy to which features are surveyed (paragraphs 12 to 16; and
the accuracy with which they are compiled on to a chart (paragraphs 17 to 21).

Surveying
12
Hydrographic surveys are generally conducted using the best position-fixing technology available
at the time. This was limited to accurate visual fixing until the Second World War, but used terrestrial based
electronic position fixing (such as Decca, Hifix, Hyperfix and Trisponder) until the 1980s. DGPS is the
current standard for most hydrographic surveys.
13
Generally, position fixing for surveying was more accurate than that for navigation in the first two
categories, but DGPS is being made more widely available for use by all mariners with the appropriate
equipment. The result is that current navigation with DGPS is, commonly, more accurate than position-fixing
used for surveys conducted before 1980. The consequence is that, although a modern vessel may know
its position to an accuracy of better than 10 metres, the positions of objects on the seabed may only be
known to an accuracy of 20 metres or much worse, depending on the age of the latest survey and/or its
distance from the coast.
14
Furthermore it is only since the 1970s that surveying systems have had the computer processing
capacity to enable the observations to be analysed to enable an estimate of the accuracy of position fixing
to be generated. The result is that, although the current accuracy standard of position fixing surveys can be
stated (see paragraph 15 below), it is impossible to provide anything other than general estimates for older
surveys.
15
The current accuracy standard for positioning is 13 metres for most surveys with the standard of
+5 metres (both 95% of the time) for certain special purpose surveys. It can be confidently stated that the
former value is often significantly improved upon. Further improvements will undoubtedly be made as a
result of technological developments, but at present there has to be a balance between the cost of a survey
and the quality and quantity of the results achieved.
16
In summary, although the positions of maritime objects derived from modern surveys will be
accurate to better than 10 metres, this cannot be used as a general statement about all such objects.
Chart compilation
17
Most paper charts and their derived digital versions are assembled from a variety of sources such
as maps, surveys, photogrammetric plots etc. The intention is to provide the mariner with the best available
information for all parts of that chart and the usual procedure is to start with the most accurate sources, but
it is often impossible to complete the whole chart without resource to older, less accurate, sources. When
sources are referred to different datums, transformations have to be calculated and applied to make the
sources compatible. The intention is for such transformations to have an accuracy of 0.3 mm at chart scale,
this being the effective limit of manual cartography, but, depending on the information available, this may not
always be possible.
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18
When the positions of objects critical to navigation are accurately known, the intention is that they
are located on a chart to an accuracy of 0.3 mm. The obvious consequence is that accuracy varies with
chart scale:
0.3 mm at a scale of 1:10,000 is 3 metres
0.3 mm at a scale of 1:50,000 is 15 metres
0.3 mm at a scale of 1:150,000 is 45 metres
19
The situation will change as chart data becomes available digitally, but much of the early digital data
will be derived from these paper charts and the limitations will remain. Furthermore, a pixel on a computer
display screen is approximately 0.2 mm square, roughly equivalent to the accuracy available on the paper
chart.
20
The situation for mariners is improving with recent surveys referred directly to WGS84 Datum,
increasing numbers of charts referred to WGS84 Datum (or to North American Datum 1983 which is the
same to all practical purposes) and increased international co-operation in the exchange of information.
Unfortunately, it will be many years before all areas are re-surveyed and all charts revised.
21
Until such time, mariners should remain alert to danger. A satellite navigation receiver may output
a position to a precision of three decimal places of a minute, but that does not mean that all its positions are
accurate to 2 metres or that the resulting position is compatible with the positions of objects shown on
modern charts (paper or digital) which may have been established 100 years ago and not surveyed since.
The chart title notes and cautions and the source Diagram, which shows the ages of surveys must always
be consulted for indications of limitations.
___________
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